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Without going into further details we 
remark that in the case of an isotropic 
structureless film, reflection also occurs 
at the second interface. Interference 
between the two reflected signals-that 
have acquired a phase difference pro- 
portional to the film thickness-leads to 
interferences (Kiessig fringes) on top of 
the Fresnel reflectivity (see figure A2(b)). 
Finally in the case of a freely suspended 
smectic film the periodic layer structure 
gives rise to finite size broadened Bragg- 
like peaks, that in turn are superimposed 
on this structure (see figure A2(c)). Hence 

figure A3. Microscopic roughness or 
fluctuations leading to a diffuse component 
of the reflectivity. 

specular X-ray reflectivity measurements 
can be interpreted as the result of these 
various effects, with the average electron 
density profile along the film normal as 
an important parameter. In addition 
roughness or fluctuation effects have to 
be taken into account. 

Figure A3 shows roughness c.q. fluctu- 
ations on a microscopic scale which 
causes scattering away from the specular 
condition. The resulting diffuse reflec- 
tivity can be measured by rocking the film 
so that a+P= constant with a + p  at 
w =  0 (qx scan, see figure A1 1. As smectic 
A systems are uniaxial alternatively the 
detector can be moved out of the 
scattering plane over an angle w (qy 
scan, see figure 5(b)). In figure 5(a) the 
wavelength dependence of the 
fluctuations is probed by making q, scans 
(a = p, parallel to the specular direction) 
at various offsets ofw setting qy. 
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n 1989, Chandani et al. showed that the tristable I switching, already observed by themselves and by 
others in 4-(1-methylheptyloxycarbonyl) phenyl 
4'-0ctyloxybiphenyl-4-carboxylate (MHPOBC), 

C8H170 COZ CO~C*H(CH~)C~HI~  

Frustoelectricity in 
Liquid Crystals 

is the electric-field-induced transition between antiferroelectric 
and ferroelectric phases [ l ,  21. Thus they disclosed antifer- 
roelectricity in liquid crystals, clarifying an antiferroelectric smectic 
C*-like phase, designated as Sm C,*, where the tilting occurs in 
the same direction but in the opposite senses in adjacent layers 
as also reported in the smectic O* phase [3].Three other smectic 
C*-like phases were observed in MHPOBC at that time [41; 
Chandani eta/. designated these phases as Sm C,*, Sm Cp*, and 
Sm C; in the order of decreasing temperature, identifying Sm 
Cp* as ordinary ferroelectric C *  [5-71. Gorecka et a/. soon 
proved that Sm C; is a ferrielectric phase [8]. Since then, more 
than 1000 related compounds have been synthesized because of 
a potential application to  liquid crystal displays, and several 
additional Sm C*-like phases have been found. A possible, most 
general phase sequence experimentally revealed is [91: 
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When the tristable switching is typically observed, it appears as 
follows: Sm CA* and Sm C *  are the fundamental phases and the 
others between them, together with Sm C,*, are the subphases; 
ferrielectric Sm C y* and antiferroelectric AF phases seem to be 
secondarily fundamental. A few subphases may emerge in the 
temperature regions, sprl, spr2, and spr3, where spr refers to  
subphase region. At least one ferrielectric phase (FIL, FIH, or FI, 
where the suffixes L and H indicate the low and high temper- 
ature sides of Sm C,*, respectively) was confirmed to exist in 
each subphase region. When V-shaped switching, i.e. the disap- 
pearance of threshold and hysteresis of the tristable switching, is 
observed in homogeneous cells as illustrated in figure 1 [lo-121, 
an apparently single ferrielectric phase alone, different from Sm 
C,*, may frequently emerge in a temperature range as wide as 
100°C or more in free-standing films; hence this ferrielectric 
phase appears to be fundamental [13]. Thus, it is not easy to 
say what phases are fundamental and what others are 
subphases. We need some model that can appropriately 
describe the successive phase transitions and the V-shaped 
switching. 
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Figure 1. 
shaped Switching observed in homogeneously aligned cells placed 
between crossed polarizers, the axes of which are parallel and 
perpendicular to  the srnectic layer normal 

Schematic illustration of (a) tristable switching and (b) V- 

If we neglect the slight precession of at most a few degrees 
per layer caused by chirality, the molecular tilting direction 
(specified by the azimuthal angle @) is restricted parallel to a 
plane both in ferroelectric Sm C* (@=O) and antiferroelectric Sm 
CA* (@=O or n). Here the tilt angle (specified by the polar angle 
0) is constant not only in a smectic layer but also from layer to 
layer. Because of the king character of the tilting directions in Sm 
C* and Sm CA* together with the Devil’s staircase feature of the 
successive phase transition, the observed phase sequence can 
naturally be treated in terms of the frustration between 
ferroelectricity and antiferroelectricity based on the king model. 
In fact, Yamashita studied this frustration with the ANNNI+I, 
model by identifying king spins to  the tilting senses, right and 
left, and obtained a phase diagram as illustrated in figure 1 of 
[14]. He found four ground states with the wavenumbers q=1/2, 
1/3, 1/4, and 0; the states with 9=1/2 and 0 refer to Sm CA* and 
Sm C*, respectively. In addition, many subphases emerge just 
below the critical curve, and above it there exists a disordered 
phase. Consequently, it is preferable to  specify a subphase by its 
wavenumber 9. We have concluded that Sm C; and AF have 
q=1/3 and 114, respectively, with several experimental facts 
supporting this [9, 151. 

Since the evidence was indirect, and since the Sm C*-like 
phase has two degrees of freedom 8 and 4, the ANNNI+/, 
model has not been accepted as an established one. Several 
theoretical treatments based on the X-Y model have also been 
developed to  understand the observed sequence of subphases 
[16-191. In fact, freedom in the azimuthal angle must play an 
important role near the critical curve in the phase diagram. Even 
in the ANNNI+I, model the critical curve is of second order and 
hence the order grows gradually from zero in the ordered phase. 
There is no reason to  exclude the azimuthal angle fluctuation as 
a mechanism in reducing the degree of order. A phase with a 
random azimuthal angle distribution, designated as Sm C R *  (R 
refers to  random), was proposed to explain the V-shaped 
switching [ 10-1 2l.The smectic layered structure may cause 
extremely anisotropic tilting correlation lengths, 51 = 100 nm 
(shorter than a visible light wavelength) and 511 < 3 nm (layer 
spacing), producing local in-plane spontaneous polarizations at 
smectic layer boundaries with random orientations and variable 
magnitudes. Their Langevin-like alignment results in the 
V-shaped switching. Since this speculation has been supported 
experimentally to  some extent [20-221. we should combine the 
ANNNl+I3 model and the X-Y model to describe successive 
phase transitions and the V-shaped switching. 

So far, however, V-shaped switching has been observed in 
restricted conditions created by interface effects. Consequently, 
the azimuthal angle distribution may not be cylindrically sym- 
metric around the smectic layer normal. In an extreme case 
where the substrate interfaces exert strong anchoring, the 
in-plane directors distribute very sharply along the rubbing 
direction [23] and appear to rotate collectively on the cone about 
the smectic layer normal. Still the reduced tilting correlation 
makes the system so soft that the V-shaped switching occurs 
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quite uniformly. Clark [24] suggested that the molecular 
arrangement a t  the tip of the V is the so-called twisted state 
stabilized by a large spontaneous polarization. We share the 
view that the twisted state is easily formed when polar 
interfaces, such as ITO, are used and an apparently V-shaped 
switching is observed. However, our accumulated experience 
clearly indicates that non-polar interfaces are favourable for 
realizing the V-shaped switching which is attractive for display 
applications. What we believe is essential in V-shaped switching 
is the reduced tilting correlation. 

It is necessary to  understand more details of the phasedstates 
before considering an appropriate nomenclature. It is 
worthwhile remarking, however, that these phenomena result 
from the frustration between ferroelectricity and 
antiferroelectricity in smectic C*-like liquid crystals. Because of 
the frustration, the tilting correlation between smectic layers is 
very much reduced. Moreover, the antiferroelectricity results 
from the characteristic bent shape of constituent molecules of 
these materials [25]. Overemphasizing the antiferroelectric 
interaction, all the compounds and mixtures that show any of 
the subphases including Sm CA* and Sm C* are designated as 
antiferroelectric liquid crystal (AFLC) materials. In some such 
materials, the V-shaped switching was observed and hence it 
was thought quite natural to call the materials 'thresholdless 
AFLCs' from an application point of view. It was inappropriate, 
however, to designate the dielectric property of Sm CR* (Sm CA* 
(disordered)) as 'thresholdless antiferroelectricity', because there 
exists no antiferroelectric order. Since the frustration causes such 
an interesting characteristic dielectric response (the V-shaped 
switching), it would be better called 'frustrated electricity' or 
'frustoelectricity (FR)' [261. 

In view of the macroscopic symmetry, Sm CA* and AF (q=1/2 
and q=1/4) are biaxial smectic A* phases, and Sm CR* (Sm CA* 
(disordered)) is a smectic A* phase [26]. However, we do not 
think it useful to make too much of the similarity to Sm A* and 
the electro-clinic effect. Molecular tilting is not induced by an 
applied electric field, but instead, they are tilted by 35 degrees 
from the smectic layer normal. We would rather emphasize the 
importance of the frustration as above. Since a crucial role is 
played by the antiferroelectric interaction in these materials, we 
would like to call the subphases Sm CA* (q=1/2), Sm CA* 
(q=1/3), Sm CA* (q=1/4), Sm CA* (disordered), etc; the suffix A 
emphasizes the importance of the antiferroelectric interaction. 
The dielectric property of Sm CA* (disordered) would be better 
called 'frustrated electricity' or 'frustoelectricity' although it was 
initially designated as thresholdless antiferroelectricity. 
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